
 

A new form of cyber virus has broken loose and is infecting systems and devices the troops are carrying. If these 

troops are not isolated it could spread even further, endangering the whole military apparatus. But at the same time it 

could be used to disrupted and cripple the enemy. 

 

INFECTION 
Table Configuration: I1 

Special Rules: Cyber-Virus, Contamination, Infection Carrier, Killing 

MISSION OBJECTIVES 

MAIN OBJECTIVES 
 Have less infected Trooper in a non null state than the 

adversary at the end of the game (2 Objective Points). 

 Kill the same amount of infected Trooper as the 

adversary at the end of the game (2 Objective Points, only 

if at least one infected Trooper was killed). 

 Kill more infected Trooper than the adversary at the end 

of the game. (4 Objective Points) 

 To kill the enemy Infection Carrier (2 Objective Points). 

 To infect the enemy HVT (1 Objective Point) 

CLASSIFIED 
 Each player has 1 Classified Objective (1 Objective 

Point) 

DEPLOYMENT 
Both players deploy on opposite sides of the game table, in a 

standard Deployment Zone 12 inches deep. 

Exclusion Zone: Troopers may not use the Airborne Deployment, 

Forward Deployment, Mechanized Deployment, or Infiltration Special 

Skills or the deployment rule of the Impersonation Special Skill to 

deploy inside of an 8 inch area on either side of the central line of 

the game table. The Exclusion Zone is not applied to troopers that 

suffer Dispersion. 

SCENARIO SPECIAL 

RULES 

Cyber-Virus 
The Cyber-Virus is highly contagious, spreading to systems in close 

proximity and infecting them. 

Game elements (Trooper, Deployable Equipment and Marker 

containing those), which enter base contact with an infected game 

element become infected themselves. They are marked by placing 

an Infected Marker (INFECTED) beside them. 

Game elements become infected as soon as they enter base 

contact, not at the end of the order. 

Contamination 
When an infected Trooper enters the dead state, do not remove him 

from the game. Instead he remains at his final position and enters 

the PRONE state if possible. 

The model is ignored for all game purposes. It still counts as 

infected. 

The model is removed as soon as another game element enters 

base contact with it, infecting that game element. 

Infection Carrier 
At the end of the Deployment Phase, players must declare which 

troop from their Army List is the Infection Carrier. 

The trooper chosen must fulfil the following requirements: 

 He must be always one of the models deployed on the 

game table. Players are not allowed to choose troopers in 

Hidden Deployment, but may choose a Marker that 

contains a trooper. 

 He must be deployed inside the players deployment 

zone. 

The Infection Carrier is identified with a DataPack (DATAPACK). 

The Infection Carrier starts the game infected. 

KILLING 
A trooper is considered Killed when he enters Dead state, or is in a 

Null state at the end of the game. 

Troopers that have not been deployed on the game table at the end 

of the game will be considered to be Killed by the adversary. 

END OF THE MISSION 
This scenario has a limited time frame, so it will automatically finish 

at the end of the third Game Round. 

 


